GENERAL INFORMATION

T his product helps prevent discoloration of pool water due to iron,
calcium, manganese, copper and other metals and minerals which may
be present in the water supply. T his product is an excellent general
purpose sequestrant which helps protect plumbing and pool walls from
rust, stain and scale. It should be used for all pool openings and
closings, and throughout the season as needed.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Stain and Mineral Inhibitor
Super Strength
Super-concentrated formula helps
prevent stains and discoloration
from iron, copper, magnesium
and other minerals.

Read entire label and use strictly in accordance with precautionary
statements and directions.
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For initial filling of pool, if iron or other metallic contaminants are suspect
ed, add one quart of Metal Out for each 10,000 gallons of pool water.
Add Metal Out while the pool is being filled and before chlorine is added.
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To correct an existing colored water problem (due to the presence of
minerals in the pool water), first close the pool to all swimmers. Leave
the filter pump running. Stop chlorinating the pool and allow the chlorine
level to drop to zero. Lower the pH of the pool water to 6.8 with pH Lower
(lowering the pH will redissolve the metallic impurities). Add one quart of
Metal Out per 10,000 gallons of water and allow the pool water to
circulate overnight, or until the water is clear. Readjust the pH of the
pool water between 7.2 to 7.8 with pH Rise. Begin normal chlorination
and pool operation. Swimming may resume when chlorine residual is
1.0 to 3.0 ppm.
To make up for loss of Metal Out due to backwashing and/or splash-out,
add one quart of Metal Out for each 20,000 gallons of pool water once
each month.
CAUTION

Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing. In case of skin contact wash
thoroughly with water. In case of eye contact, immediately flush with
water for at least 15 minutes. Seek medical attention.
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KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

See first aid and additional precautions on back panel.
Read all directions carefully before use.
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NOTICE

Manufacturer's and seller's guarantees shall be limited to the terms of
the label. Neither shall be held responsible for any personal injury,
property damage or other loss resulting from the handling, storage and
use of this product not in strict accordance with directions on the label.

In Case of Emergency, Call 1-800-255-3924

WARNING
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